Abstract. Tcl Tk is an attractive language for the design of intelligent agents because it allows the quick construction of prototypes and user interfaces; new scripts can easily be bound at runtime to respond to events; and execution state is encapsulated by the interpreter, which helps in agent migration. However, a system of intelligent agents must share a common language for communicating requests and knowledge. We h a v e i n tegrated KQML Knowledge Query Manipulation Language, one such standard language, into Tcl Tk. The resulting system, called TKQML, provides several bene ts to those building intelligent agent systems. First, TKQML allows easy integration of existing tools which have Tcl Tk interfaces with an agent system by using Tcl to move information between KQML and the application. Second, TKQML is an excellent language with which to build agents, allowing on-the-y specication of message handlers and construction of graphical interfaces. This paper describes the implementation of TKQML, and discusses its use in our intelligent agent system for information retrieval.
Introduction
In the past few years, the explosive growth of the Internet has allowed the construction of virtual" systems containing hundreds or thousands of individual, relatively inexpensive computers. The agent paradigm is well-suited for this environment because it is based on distributed autonomous computation. Although the de nition of a software agent v aries widely, some common features are present in most de nitions of agents. Agents should be autonomous, operating independently of their creators. Agents should have the ability to move freely about the Internet. Agents should be able to adapt readily to new information and changes in their environment. Finally, agents should be able to communicate at a high level, in order to facilitate coordination and cooperation among groups of agents. These aspects of agency provide a dynamic framework for the design of distributed systems.
Tcl 7 is an ideal language with which to build agents, because scripts written in Tcl may be used on any machine that can run Tcl, and because the Tcl language environment itself is highly portable. Additionally, Tcl Tk greatly facilitates rapid prototyping and quick development of small applications.
We present T K QML, the integration of an agent communication language, KQML 2 Knowledge Query Manipulation Language into Tcl Tk. TKQML can be used to build KQML-speaking agents that run within a TKQML shell. TKQML can also be used to bind together diverse applications into a distributed framework, using KQML as a communication language. Tcl's embeddable nature allows one to easily add agent communication facilities to existing code. As such, TKQML can be used to enhance the functionality of new or existing systems built using a Tcl framework, by allowing easy integration with agent-based systems.
Background
KQML is a language for general agent communication. It was developed as part of the Knowledge Sharing E ort 8 , a DARPA project exploring agent communication and knowledge reuse. KQML is a language based on speech acts, such as tell", ask", and deny", which describe the nature of a message without reference to its content. Agents communicate application-speci c information embedded in general, higher-level KQML messages. A comprehensive semantics 5,6 for KQML outlines protocols for agent conversation." Additionally, most implementations provide facilities for message handling, agent naming and resource brokering.
Problems of software agency have not been neglected within the Tcl community. Existing Tcl-based solutions to agent issues, such as AgentTcl 3 and Tacoma 4 have emphasized security and mobility, but fall short with respect to communication. AgentTcl agents, using TCP IP, exchange bytes strings which have no prede ned syntax. In Tacoma, agents must meet in order to communicate. Other projects, such as Tcl-DP 10 provide excellent packages for communication, but lack su ciently exible support for higher level languages. TKQML bridges this gap.
TKQML
TKQML is an adapter for KATS, a C-based implementation of KQML. It allows Tcl scripts to use existing support for KQML. TKQML usage mirrors that of the KATS API, facilitating easy synchronization with the C version, traditionally the reference implementation.
TKQML is implemented in C as a Tcl application which presents one Tcl command: kqml. The application can be thought o f a s h a ving two components, the KQML library extensions and the message handler.
Library Calls
In extending the library, our primary goal was to re ect as closely as possible the usage of the KATS API, through the kqml command. When the kqml command is called, parameters are rst translated into an intermediate representation. This allows the representation of complex types at the script level.
Next, a call is made to the appropriate function in KATS with the translated parameters. Finally, the return value and resultant parameters are translated back i n to string representations and, if appropriate, inserted back i n to the Tcl interpreter environment, simulating call-by-reference.
In TKQML, complex or large objects are kept in memory, and references to these objects are passed up to the Tcl level. These references are merely string representations of the pointers to memory. Script level routines use the kqml commands to access these objects, and are responsible for disposing of them with a deallocation routine. Since memory pointers have a natural translation to and from string references, no additional memory management is required on the part of TKQML. Note that code could easily be inserted to track allocated memory, facilitating memory management mechanisms.
Message Handling
An agent will typically deal with each t ype of incoming message in a di erent way. K A TS provides a pre-emptive solution with the use of a message handler and a router. The router, a separate process, handles the receipt, queuing and transmission of all message tra c. The agent registers message handling routines with a message manager, which i s e m bedded in the agent code. Upon receipt of a message, the router signals the manager, interrupting the current processing. The manager then invokes a routine appropriate for the message.
This process has a natural implementation in Tcl which i s m uch more exible. Handlers, like the rest of the agent, are written as Tcl scripts, and are registered as strings or string references to les. Unlike their C counterparts, Tcl handlers do not need to be static objects, compiled and linked before execution. Thus, Tcl handlers can be updated or replaced at any time during execution, making Tcl based agents much more adaptable.
CARROT -TKMQL in Action
The CARROT project Co-operative Agent-based Routing and Retrieval of Text, formerly CAFE is an ongoing e ort at UMBC to develop a distributed architecture for text-based information retrieval 1 that has served as a testbed for TKQML. This project employs a brokered environment of clients and servers. Users make queries through a World-Wide Web-based client, which are routed by a broker agent to an appropriate information source. The broker makes these decisions by gathering information, or metadata, from each source, and deciding which database the query most resembles. A ranked set of results is returned to the client.
A heterogeneous set of text-indexing engines, such a s T elltale 9 and mg 11 manage large sets of text data. These engines have been augmented into agents with TKQML. The broker agent communicates transparently with these information servers via KQML. All components consist of C C++ applications bound to TKQML with a Tcl Tk shell. One agent, the Agent Control Agent A CA is written entirely as a TKQML script. Our experience with CARROT has shown that TKQML can facilitate quick prototyping and rapid development of agents and their GUIs, reducing the time necessary to build large agent-based systems. The Agent Control Agent A CA was designed to help manage and coordinate the activities of several agents in the CARROT project. It is built entirely from a TKQML shell, and present s a T k i n terface panel for controlling agents see Figure 1 .
The Agent Control Agent
The ACA provides many facilities for directing agents. It can start or stop agents, and connect to agents which are already running. Arbitrary KQML messages can be sent to agents from the ACA panel. The ACA can monitor the log les of individual agents. A list of currently-known agents is displayed, and appropriate actions apply to the currently highlighted agent in the list.
The ACA, as indicated by its name, is itself a KQML-speaking agent. Almost all control functions are accomplished through KQML messages sent and received from other agents. This makes the ACA independent of individual agent architectures.
The Agent Control Agent has prove d a v aluable asset to orchestrating groups of agents. It is helpful for organizing demos, organizing and displaying agent activity, and debugging agent sessions. Moreover, the exibility of Tk has allowed us to easily prototype and integrate new functionality on demand.
